, and 42, 281 (1975) . 4The free energy was computed by L. Onsager, Phys. Rev. 65, 117 (1944 
yt"l= p. 2P+2v-= p, -(d-2)v+y, Table I . [ The scaling relation, Eq. (9), is satisfied by the mean-field-theory values, viz. y(") =2, P=1, v= -, ', and (see below) p, =3. For d =3 one has" p. = 1.6, P = 0. 4, and v = 0.95, which yields y(") = 2.7 from Eq. (9), in good agreement with our value y" =2.78. For d=2, the values" p. =1. 1, P=0. 15, and v=1.35 yield y(" =3. 5, which is also consistent with our result, y~") = 3.7 + 0.3. "
Finally, we propose scaling relations for the ease v&g0. We will use the coherent-potential approximation" (CPA) to generate mean-field values of the critical exponents. Within the CPA Kirkpatriek" finds that the network is described by an effective conductance a, ff which is deter- i.e. , the mean-square cluster size. We now assume a scaling form for X&"i:
x'"'= '(P -P.) ' G(( / )(P. -p) ') (15) with G(0) = 1 and G(x) -x ' for large x. Then for v, /v, » (p -p,)~we have X'"/Z(p) =(p-p.) ' '"(v, 'v. ' ') . Our conclusions are summarized in the Abstract.
